FirstCarbon Solutions ghgTrack™
Go Beyond Carbon to Reduce
All Your Resource Costs
Across all industries, driving down energy
costs and eliminating resource wastes are
fast gaining momentum as the only viable
paths towards sustainable profitability.
Governments are stepping up efforts to
encourage risk mitigation and the adoption
of carbon and energy efficient measures
within their constituencies.
Businesses and municipalities need to
rethink their strategies to be considered
leaders instead of laggards in an increasingly
profit-minded, sustainability conscious world.
This all starts with an accurate, complete
picture of your organization’s impacts and
footprint across the supply chain.

Simplify GHG Management
and Reporting with ghgTrack
Whatever the nature and size of your
company, you need a system that will help
you go beyond simple spreadsheet-based
tools, to not only calculate but also
understand and improve how your
environmental performance affects all
areas of your organization.

FirstCarbon Solutions
ghgTrack™ Dashboard

www.FirstCarbonSolutions.com

FirstCarbon Solutions ghgTrack is a highly
scalable, customizable and robust Software
as a Service (SaaS) tool that lets you
maximize savings and reduce costs. With
ghgTrack, you eliminate the complexity of
accounting for and reporting of your
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and
resource consumption across multiple
facilities.
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Why ghgTrack?
Easy to Use. ghgTrack makes it easy to set up, use

and track your resource utilization. An Internet-based
solution, it eliminates the costs of maintaining a
sustainability IT infrastructure.

Comprehensive. ghgTrack provides a repository for
utility bills and all documents related to the resources
you’re tracking for easy access and auditing.
Environmental Expertise. Only FirstCarbon

Solutions (FCS) offers integrated consulting services
and program management with unmatched expertise in
back office data processing to help you make the most
of your software investment.

Customizable. We can tailor-fit ghgTrack to meet
your specific needs with your own data entry pages,
dashboards and reports.

Seamlessly Manage the Carbon
Footprint of Your Entire Organization
in Real-Time
Monitor all your environmental metrics through our
Key Performance Indicator (KPI) system that
measures water usage, waste, recycling, miles
driven and other data that are relevant to your
business.
Match your organizational structure with
ghgTrack’s unlimited capacity for business units,
facilities and users.
Select the language you and your users are most
comfortable with.
Choose from our extensive library of emission
sources and factors, which can be enhanced with
any energy source for your specific needs.
Specify any number of KPIs or metrics that you
use to measure your business.
Easily keep track and compare the footprint of the
different facilities within your organization.
Mitigate your footprint by using and/or adding as
many mitigation factors as you require.
Take advantage of built-in quality assurance and
control, allowing seamless auditing and
verification, when storing your third-party
documentation within ghgTrack.

Metric Data
Upload and
Input File

Choose among reporting formats to support
third-party verification for consistent reporting that
is compliant with regulatory and voluntary
reporting programs.
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ADEC Group companies have access
to certain industry certifications and
accreditations, given the Group's
commitment and adherence to
recognized best practices.

